
REVOLUTIONARY 
BERLIN

“A guide through Berlin’s riveting history that is gripping, 
tragic, triumphant and above all, authentic.”
Dan Arrows, host of The Iron Dice podcast

“Fascinating and eclectic. This guidebook illuminates hidden 
histories with clarity, honesty, wit and irony. Read it and walk it!”

David Rosenberg, author of Rebel Footprints:  
A Guide to Uncovering London’s Radical History

“Inspirational. This collection of walking tours of Red Berlin is 
full of wonderful tales from a city which has, despite everything, 

remained experimental and revolutionary while others have 
become little more than malls or museums, all related with a 

deliciously bone-dry Berlinische humor.”
Owen Hatherley, author of Red Metropolis: 

Socialism and the Government of London



Key:
1.  Generic modernist housing project — See Stops 1.11, 2.10, 4.8, 6.1, 

and 9.5, for example
2. Fernsehturm — See Stop 7.7
3. Stalinallee — See Stop 7.2
4. Brandenburg Gate — See Stop 1.1
5. Oberbaum Bridge — See Stop 9.9
6. Nikolaiviertel — See Introduction
7. Potsdamer Platz — See Stops 2.1 and 6.4
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Dedicated to Peter Wolter (1947–2018), my favorite Stalinist 
spy, and Wolfgang Wippermann (1945–2021), my favorite old 

social democrat.*

* Peter Wolter was a journalist who headed Reuters’s London bureau — and 
also a lifelong agent of the Ministry of State Security under the code name 
“Pirol.” He was my first boss when I started working in journalism (More 
on him at Stop 7.8). Wolfgang Wippermann was a history professor who 
worked at the Free University Berlin — and also a lifelong member of the 
Social Democratic Party. Without him, it’s hard to picture how I would have 
gotten a history degree. More on him in my obituary: “Goodbye to Berlin’s 
last left-wing historian,” Exberliner (online), January 20, 2021.



Only violence can help where violence rules.
Only people can help where there are people.

— Bertolt Brecht, Saint Joan of the Stockyards
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INTRODUCTION

Berlin is such a young city. The first record of a town here is 
from 1237 — not even 800 years ago. When Berlin was just a 
collection of huts along the river Spree, Parisians had been con-
structing the Notre Dame Cathedral for several generations. 
The German capital only reached 1 million inhabitants by 1880. 
London had cracked that record almost a century earlier. Rome 
was that size in the second century.

Does Berlin even have a history? The past does tend to fade 
away when the drugs kick in at a dark club. It can feel like the city’s 
architectural tumult — Stalinist baroque, decaying industry, and 
shiny office towers — fell straight from the sky.

So much of the city was razed to the ground that its history 
can take on a postmodern, Disneyland-like feeling. Look closely 
at the oldest district, the Nikolaiviertel, for example — most of 
it was actually built in 1987 in the East German prefab concrete 
style.

Berlin’s history, buried under many layers of ruins, is short but 
intense. In the last 150 years, the city has passed through at least 
half a dozen different political regimes. As the travel writer Jan 
Morris put it, Berlin bears the “stigmata of Prussian militarism, 
Weimar decadence, Nazi evil, Stalinist oppression and tawdry cap-
italist excess.” Each has left its marks on both the architecture and 
the mentality. Berlin ran the gauntlet through the Age of Extremes 
— it’s daunting to summarize everything in one slim volume.

To name an example: Buckingham Palace has been home to the 
same criminal dynasty for two centuries. One could write plenty 
about them, but it would be a more or less contiguous story. 
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Berlin’s City Palace, in contrast, was once home to the Hohen-
zollern dynasty. It was a backdrop for the beginning of World 
War I in 1914. Four years later, it was a key site for a workers’ rev-
olution — a few weeks before being bombarded by proto-fascist 
paramilitaries. Then it was bombed in World War II, and the 
rubble was carted away in 1950 (with different parts ending up 
all over the city). In 1976, a new palace was put in its place: East 
Germany’s Palace of the Republic. That bronze-colored hulk 
was torn down in 2006 to symbolize the triumph of capitalism. 
Now, the old City Palace has been rebuilt from scratch, and it 
houses an ethnological museum full of stolen colonial artifacts. 
(See Stop 2.2) A lot to cover!

This book is going to be just as chaotic as Berlin’s history. I 
will use the same impatient and aggrieved tone that has always 
characterized Berliners. The closest thing we have to a local 
hymn is called “Berlin stinkt!” (Berlin stinks), a song in which 
the chanson punk band The Incredible Herrengedeck sums up 
the city’s missed potential: “Where have the Golden Twenties 
gone? Beer was cheap and communism was a real possibility!” 
Berliners have this sense of bitter, nostalgic disappointment pre-
cisely because utopia has always been visible as a glow just over 
the horizon. This contradiction between the bright future and the 
gray present has erupted again and again, generation after gener-
ation, in the form of rebellions and even revolutions.

Most of the revolts that will be covered in this book were 
unsuccessful. But that is nothing new. Karl Marx, who lived in the 
city briefly in the late 1830s and early 1840s, used to joke that the 
Germans shared all the counterrevolutions of other peoples but 
none of the revolutions. Rosa Luxemburg, the star of this book, 
explained that defeats are inevitable, and even necessary: 
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revolution is the only form of ‘war’ … in which the ultimate 
victory can be prepared only by a series of ‘defeats.’ … Today, 
as we advance into the final battle of the proletarian class war, 
we stand on the foundation of those very defeats; and we cannot 
do without any of them, because each one contributes to our 
strength and understanding. … these unavoidable defeats pile 
up guarantee upon guarantee of the future final victory.

This book will tell the stories of earlier generations who fought, 
and more often than not lost. Studying their experiences will 
prepare the ground for new revolutions. We are going to cover a 
lot of stuff that might seem depressing — but the comrades who 
held out on the different barricades throughout the ages would 
surely want to be remembered as being full of hope for the future.

How to read this book

So how to distill hundreds of history books and millions of 
stories into just nine self-guided tours? I am going to rely on my 
personal obsessions. Why is there a chapter on Red Neukölln 
and none on Red Wedding, for example? Because I live in the 
former and the latter is really far away. This is not intended to 
be a comprehensive history — rather, this book will hopefully 
entertain, and eventually inspire people to write their own, better 
books. I am also hoping to leave my own mark on the city — 
I got a commemorative brass cobblestone (Stolperstein) placed 
for the metalworker and Trotskyist leader Anton Grylewicz in 
June 2021, and another Stolperstein for KPD chairwoman Ruth 
Fischer should be placed in February 2022. Someday I hope to 
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get a historical plaque put up for the “man behind Rosa Lux-
emburg,” Leo Jogiches. (See Stops 4.5, 4.6, and 4.9) 

Writing a guidebook, I am confronted with the same difficulty 
faced by every socialist historian: The people who risk the most 
to join a protest, and who therefore have the greatest impact on 
history, are the least likely to commit their experiences to writing. 
The participation of common people is precisely what defines a 
revolution. It is not about Rosa Luxemburg giving a speech 
— Luxemburg gave speeches just about every day of her life. 
A revolution is when bus drivers, nurses, and drag queens start 
doing things that they could have never imagined doing. So these 
walks will try, as best as possible, to recount the histories of these 
anonymous masses. But I would like to apologize to all the Berlin 
rebels that such a work of history inevitably overlooks.

This book is organized into nine walks. The first six of them 
are real walking tours that I developed over the last ten years 
— they have been endlessly revised and perfected with live audi-
ences. The last three are new for this book — they were written 
down during a pandemic that made it impossible to show groups 
of strangers around the city.

Each number on a map corresponds to a stop in the same 
chapter. So in Chapter 2, the number 7 on the map on page 39 
refers to Stop 2.7 on page 52. 

This book is dedicated to generations of Berliners who saw the 
outlines of a future beyond capitalism and decided to make sacri-
fices and take risks to make it a reality.

Berlin really does stink. But the hope for a better tomorrow is 
still present, right beneath the cobblestones.

To view the locations on Google Maps please go to:  
https://revolutionaryberlin.wordpress.com/map/





Martin Dibobe, Berlin’s first Black subway driver, at U-Bhf Schlesisches 
Tor in 1902. See Stop 1.3. Photographer unknown. Courtesy of 
BVG-Archiv.
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1

(Anti)Colonialism

1.1. Brandenburg Gate
Brandenburger Tor, Pariser Platz

We are going to start our first tour at Brandenburg Gate — not 
just because every Berlin tour starts here, but because it is a good 
place to talk about German history. Berlin is not well-known as a 
colonial metropolis. Germany entered the “great game” late, but 
it entered with a vengeance. Starting in the 1880s, the German 
Empire conquered vast swaths of Africa, as well as territories in 
Asia and the Pacific 

Germany lost its “place in the sun” in World War I and failed 
to reclaim it in World War II. Nonetheless, in just a few decades 
of German colonialism, hundreds of thousands of people were 
massacred. This included the first German genocide.

* * *

Despite all pretensions to the contrary, Deutschland is a young 
nation-state — the United States of America was almost 100 
years old before the first united German state was founded. 
Therefore, the history of German colonialism is far older than 
the country itself.

Before there was Germany, Berlin was part of Prussia; and 
before that, it belonged to the Margraviate of Brandenburg. It 
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was an aristocrat from Brandenburg who led the first “German” 
expedition to Africa. On January 1, 1683, Friedrich Otto von der 
Groeben established a fort on the Gold Coast (today Ghana). He 
christened it Groß Friedrichsburg.

Over the next 35 years, this German fort was a nexus for the 
European slave trade. Up to 30,000 Africans were enslaved and 
imprisoned here, before being sold to sugar plantations in the 
Caribbean.

In 1717, the new king in Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm I, gave up 
on colonialism in order to focus on building a continental army. 
He sold Groß Friedrichsburg and a few more holdings to the 
Dutch West India Company for “7,200 ducats and 12 moors.”

Von der Groeben had a street named after him in Berlin in 
1895, when German colonial fever was at its peak. 115 years 
later, Groebenufer was the first colonial street name in the city to 
be changed. (See Stop 9.9)

* * *

German colonialism died down for almost 200 years. It only 
reemerged after Prussia’s victory over France and the foundation 
of the German Empire in 1871. The new German imperialism 
turned its gaze back to Africa.

The “Iron Chancellor” Otto von Bismarck is best known for 
uniting 26 Central European mini-states into a single empire. 
But he actually conquered more territory in Africa. By the time 
Germany began its colonial endeavors, Africa had largely been 
carved up. The French had established a colony in Algeria in 
1830 and went on to rule most of West Africa. The British were 
attempting to build a colony stretching from “the Cape to Cairo,” 
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so from the south to the north of the continent. German colo-
nialists had to find niches left over by earlier colonial powers. 
Within 15 years, they claimed four colonies: Togoland, now 
Togo; Cameroon; German South West Africa, which is today 
Namibia; and German East Africa, which now includes parts of 
Tanzania, Rwanda, and Burundi.

1.2. Reich Chancellery
Wilhelmstraße 92 (formerly 77)

Wilhelmstraße is not much of a street today: South of Unter 
den Linden, it is lined with prefabricated concrete apartment 
buildings in the style of the German Democratic Republic. When 
we turn the corner at the Hotel Adlon to enter Wilhelmstraße, 
we pass through traffic barriers that have permanently closed this 
section of the street to cars. This is to protect the British Embassy, 
which is clearly a new building (opened in 2000). But the rep-
resentatives of the United Kingdom have been residing at this 
location since 1884.

Wilhelmstraße was once the main axis of Prussian and imperial 
Berlin. Ministers, ambassadors, aristocrats, and capitalists had 
their palaces along this street. Historical panels on the sidewalk 
explain the long history of almost every address. Two blocks 
south of the British embassy, at Wilhelmstraße 92, we see nothing 
but more brown apartment blocks. It requires some imagination 
to picture an imposing palace behind iron gates and a manicured 
garden.

This was the seat of power in the German Empire: The Reich 
Chancellery of Otto von Bismarck. Only after he had consoli-
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dated his new empire in central Europe did Bismarck turn to 
colonial competition. His policy for Africa can best be summed up 
with a German idiom: If two people fight, then a third is happy. So 
while the British and French were wrangling to be the dominant 
power in Africa, the Germans presented themselves as mediators. 
Bismarck invited representatives from 14 colonial powers to his 
palace in November 1884. (Or to be more precise: powers with 
colonial pretensions — the United States, for example, had not 
yet acquired any overseas colonies.) 

The 14 diplomats had one main question to solve: While the 
African coasts had largely been divided up, who would control 
the massive Congo Basin, an area larger than Western Europe?

This three-month meeting thus became known as the 
Kongokonferenz (or more commonly in English: the Berlin Con-
ference). Fourteen men sitting around a table in Wilhelmstraße, 
without a single African present, drew borders across Africa — 
borders that, with a few modifications, remain to this day. The 
French wanted to prevent the British from claiming the Congo, 
just as the British wanted to block the French; both didn’t want to 
see the rising German Empire seize such vast riches.

The Congo ultimately went to Belgium. But not to the state of 
Belgium, which would have implied some measure of control for 
the Belgian parliament — the colony instead became the personal 
property of King Leopold II. The new Belgian colonial admin-
istration exploited the peoples of the Congo ruthlessly. In two 
decades, up to 10 million Africans were massacred — among the 
largest genocides in history. Thankfully, today statues of Leopold 
II are finally being torn down.




